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Introduction 
The Belbin team-role model2 is well 
regarded by both business and church 
leadership consultants. It is designed to 
help you understand yourself, in teams. 
We (humans) are complex machines. Many 
factors influence our behaviour: 

• Personality 
• Mental ability 
• Current values and motivation (�calling�) 
• Constraints: factors in the 

environment/team 
• Experience 
• Role learning 
• Technical skills (�gifting�) 

We are told to �think of ourselves with sober 
judgement, in accordance with the gift God 
has given you� (Romans 12:3). 
Although some people have an intuitive ability 
to understand themselves (and others), many 
of us are helped by the different tools that are 
available to help us understand ourselves. 

Team-roles 
Team members contribute in two ways to the 
team:  

• a functional role, bringing professional 
and/or technical abilities (in a church 
setting, and using biblical terminology, 
these might be prophecy, teaching, 
children�s work, administration) 

• a team role, in interaction with rest of 
team 

Teams need balance, in both areas.  
Team effectiveness will increase as members 
recognise and adjust to the relative strengths 
of others, i.e. a team can deploy its technical 
skills best only when it has the right range of 
team-roles.  
Personal qualities fit members for some roles, 
and limit their success in others.  
Often teams are formed because of �position� 
or responsibility: it is unusual to be able to 
choose from scratch � but we can learn to 
work better together. 
 
 

Belbin  
team-role  
inventory 
 

Based on the self-perception inventory  
developed by R Meredith Belbin1 
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Part 1: self-assessment 
For each section distribute a total of ten points among 
the sentences which you think best describe your 
behaviour. These points may be distributed among 
several sentences: in extreme cases they might be 
spread among all sentences or ten points may be given 
to a single sentence. Enter the points in the following 
tables. 
 

1. What I believe I can contribute to a team 
I think I can quickly see and take advantage of new 
opportunities. 

a 

I can work well with a very wide range of people. b 

Producing ideas is one of my natural assets. c 

My ability rests in being able to draw people out 
whenever I detect they have something of value to 
contribute to group objectives. 

d 

My capacity to follow through has much to do with my 
personal effectiveness. 

e 

I am ready to face temporary unpopularity if it leads to 
worthwhile results in the end. 

f 

I am quick to sense what is likely to work in a situation 
with which I am familiar. 

g 

I can offer a reasoned case for alternative courses of 
action without introducing bias or prejudice. 

h 

 

2. If I have a possible shortcoming in teamwork,  
it could be that: 
I am not at ease unless meetings are well structures 
and controlled and generally well conducted. 

a

I am inclined to be to generous towards others who 
have a valid viewpoint that has not been given a 
proper airing. 

b

I have a tendency to talk a lot once the group gets on 
to new ideas. 

c

My objective outlook makes it difficult for me to join in 
readily and enthusiastically with colleagues. 

d

I am sometimes seen as forceful and authoritarian if 
there is a need to get something done. 

e

I find it difficult to lead from the front, perhaps 
because I am overresponsive to group atmosphere. 

f

I am apt to get too caught up in ideas that occur to 
me and so lose track of what is happening. 

g

My colleagues tend to see me as worrying 
unnecessarily over detail and the possibility that things 
may go wrong. 

h

 

3. When involved in a project with other people: 
I have an aptitude for influencing people without 
pressurising them. 

a

My general vigilance prevents careless mistakes and 
omissions being made. 

b

I am ready to press for action to make sure the 
meeting does not waste time or lose sight of the main 
objective. 

c

I can be counted on to contribute something original. d

I am always ready to back a good suggestion in the 
common interest. 

e

I am keen to look for the latest in new ideas and 
developments. 

f

I believe my capacity for cool judgement is 
appreciated by others. 

g

I can be relied upon to see that all essential work is 
organised. 

h

 

 

4. My characteristic approach to work is that: 
I have a quiet interest in getting to know colleagues 
better. 

a

I am not reluctant to challenge the views of others or 
to hold a minority view myself. 

b

I can usually find a line of argument to refute unsound 
propositions. 

c

I think I have a talent for making things work once a 
plan has to be out into operation. 

d

I have a tendency to avoid the obvious and to come 
out with the unexpected. 

e

I bring a touch of perfectionism to any team job I 
undertake. 

f

I am ready to make use of contacts outside the group 
itself. 

g

While I am interested in all views I have no hesitation 
in making up my mind once a decision has to be 
made. 

h

 

5. I gain satisfaction in my job because: 
I enjoy analysing the situation and weighing up all the 
possible choices. 

a

I am interested in finding practical solutions to 
problems. 

b

I like to feel I am fostering good working relationships. c

I can have a strong influence on decisions. d

I can meet people who may have something new to 
offer. 

e

I can get people to agree on a necessary course of 
action. 

f

I feel in my element where I can give a task my full 
attention. 

g

I like to find a field that stretches my imagination. h
 

6. When I am suddenly given a difficult task with 
limited time and unfamiliar people: 
I would feel like retiring to a corner to devise a way 
out of the impasse before developing a line. 

a

I would be ready to work with the person who showed 
the most positive approach, however difficult it might 
be. 

b

I would find some way of reducing the size of the task 
by establishing what different individuals might best 
contribute. 

c

My natural sense of urgency would help to ensure that 
we did not fall behind schedule. 

d

I believe I would keep cool and maintain my capacity 
to think straight. 

e

I would retain a steadiness of purpose in spite of the 
pressures. 

f

I would be prepared to take a positive lead if I felt the 
group was making no progress. 

g

I would open up discussions with a view to stimulating 
new thoughts and getting something moving. 

h

 

7. With reference to the problems which I am subject 
in working in groups: 
I am apt to show my impatience with those who are 
obstructing progress. 

a

Others may criticise me for being too analytical and 
insufficiently intuitive. 

b

My desire to ensure that work is properly done can 
hold up proceedings. 

c

I tend to get bored rather easily and rely on one or 
two stimulating members to spark me off. 

d

I find it difficult to get started unless the goals are 
clear. 

e

I am sometimes poor at explaining and clarifying 
complex points that occur to me. 

f

I am conscious of demanding others the things I 
cannot do myself. 

g

I hesitate to get my points across when I run up 
against real opposition. 

h
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Part 2: scoring 
For each section (I-VII) write your point distribution for 
each statement (a-h) on the following grid. 

  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

a RI CW CH TW ME PL SH

b TW CH CF SH CW TW ME

c PL RI SH ME TW CH CF

d CH ME PL CW SH CF RI

e CF SH TW PL RI ME CW

f SH TW RI CF CH CW PL

g CW PL ME RI CF SH CH

h ME CF CW CH PL RI TW

 

Part 3: normalisation 
For each code (e.g. �CW�) add up the totals and write in 
the total column. Then circle your �rating� (e.g. �High�). 

 Total Low 
(0-33%)

Average 
(33-66%) 

High 
(66-85%) 

Very high
(85-100%) 

CW  0 � 6 7 � 11 12 � 16 17 � 23 
CH  0 � 6 7 � 10 11 � 13 14 � 18 
SH  0 � 8 9 � 13 14 � 17 18 � 36 
PL  0 � 4 5 � 8 9 � 12 13 � 29 
RI  0 � 6 7 � 9 10 � 11 12 � 21 
ME  0 � 5 6 � 9 10 � 12 13 � 19 
TW  0 � 8 9 � 12 13 � 16 17 � 25 
CF  0 � 3 4 � 6 7 � 9 10 � 17 

Part 4: analysis 
The highest score on team-role will indicate how best you 
can make your mark in a management or project team.  
The next highest scores can denote back-up team roles 
towards which you could shift if for some reason there is 
less group need for primary team-role. 
The two lowest scores in team-role imply possible areas 
of weakness. However, rather than attempting to reform 
in this area, you may be better advised to seek a 
colleague with complementary strengths! 
 

 
Weaknesses 

Team role Description 
�Allowable� Not �allowable� 

Your notes 

�Plant� (PL)3 Creative, unorthodox, solves difficult 
problems. �Sits in a corner on his 
own, comes up with winning ideas�. 
Individualistic and serious-minded. 

Ignores details. Too 
preoccupied with ideas 
to communicate clearly 
and neglect of practical 
matters. 

Strong ownership of 
idea. Weak team-
worker. �Up in the 
clouds�, ignores 
detail and protocol! 

 

Resource 
investigator 
(RI) 

Extrovert, enthusiastic, 
communicative, explores 
opportunities, develops contacts. 
�Ensures no stone is left unturned to 
find treasure� 

Overoptimistic. Loss of 
enthusiasm once initial 
excitement has died 
down 

Loses interest once 
initial excitement 
passes; no �follow 
through� 

 

Chairman or 
coordinator 
(CH) 

Mature, calm, confident, good chair, 
clarifies goals, promotes decision-
making, delegates well. Welcomes 
all potential contributors on their 
merits and without prejudice. A 
strong sense of objectives. 

Can be seen as 
manipulative. Inclination 
to be lazy is someone 
else can be found to do 
the work 

Taking credit for 
team effort 

 

Shaper (SH) Challenging, dynamic, outgoing, 
thrives on pressure. Has the drive 
and courage to overcome obstacles. 

Prone to provocation, 
frustration and irritation. 
Hurts peoples� feelings. 

Inability to recover 
situation with good 
humour or apology 

 

Monitor-
evaluator 
(ME) 

Sober, strategic, discerning. Sees all 
options. Judges accurately. Hard-
headed. 

Scepticism with logic. 
Lacks drive and ability to 
inspire others. Overly 
critical. 

Cynicism without 
logic. Unemotional. 

 

Team worker 
(TW) 

Co-operative, mild, perceptive, 
diplomatic. Listens, builds team, 
averts friction, calms the waters. 

Indecision on crucial 
issues. Can be easily 
influenced. 

Avoiding situations 
that may entail 
pressure 

 

Company 
worker or 
implementer 
(CW) 

Disciplined, reliable, conservative 
and efficient. Turns ideas into 
practical action. 

Adherence to the 
orthodox and proven. 
Somewhat inflexible. 
Slow to adapt. 

Obstructing change  

Completer-
finisher (CF) 

Painstaking, conscientious, anxious, 
searches out errors and omissions. 
Delivers on time. 

Perfectionism. Inclined 
to worry unduly. 
Reluctant to delegate. 

Obsessive 
behaviour. Reluctant 
to �let go�. 
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NOTES1 

The Apollo Syndrome 
In the EME team games2 Belbin 
allowed teams to be chosen � people 
were asked to form their own ideal 
team, or even �superteam�. 
The �Apollo syndrome� demonstrated 
that when putting lots of clever 
people into one team, this team 
invariably failed! Only 12% won. On 
average they did worse than other 
others. 
e.g. Similar difficulties are present in 
hospital management: the key 
figures in hospitals are consultants � 
no major decision can be made 
without their involvement. Meetings 
have a certain notoriety for their 
failure to move smoothly to rational 
decisions in spite of the undoubted 
talents of their members. 
Why? �Difficult to manage; prone to 
destructive debate; difficulty with 
decision-making. Members acted as 
they thought best, without reference 
to what fellow company members 
were doing.� 

Creativity in the team 
The plant: Original thinkers, but 
often regarded as an oddball and a 
loner. �The PL would sit in a corner 
on his own, thinking things through 
and sometimes coming up with a 
winning possibility.� 
The essence of skilfully employing a 
PL lay in recognising his potential, 
giving him scope and a fitting role, 
not allowing him to pursue 
unrewarding lines of thought that 
happen to engage his fancy, and 
generally �keeping him in his place�. 
Resource investigator: New ideas 
are a focus of interest, but rather 
than originating they were more 
inclined to pick up fragments of ideas 
from others and develop them. They 
were particularly adept at exploring 
ideas outside of the group, often 
coming back with ideas that could 
transform company plans. Stood out 
for close involvement with people, 
and skills in using resources. 
�The RI would ensure that no stone 
was left unturned and would use his 
special skills to find treasure in 
unexpected spots.� 

Team leadership 
Chairman: the Chairman role refers 
to the characteristics of Chairmen 
found in winning companies in 
Belbin�s management games. CH are 

accepting of people, without jealousy 
or suspicion; dominant; committed to 
external goal or objective; self-
disciplined; extrovert, yet prone to 
detachment. �Someone tolerant 
enough to always listen to others, 
but strong enough to reject their 
advice.� Pulls the group together, 
acting as unifier in the pursuit of 
common objectives. 
Shaper: Some successful Chairmen 
do not themselves adopt the typical 
Chairman role but are Shapers, 
where sharp or rigorous action is the 
order of the day (or Plants, where 
the role is basically strategic). SH are 
extroverts, abounding in nervous 
energy and motivated by a need for 
achievement. In many ways the 
antithesis of team players: they 
challenged; argued; disagreed; 
impatient and easily frustrated; 
prone to agression. Winning was the 
name of the game, and learning was 
very much the secondary objective. 
There was never any doubt that a SH 
�led team would be galvanised into 
action! A team of shapers would 
generate a high work rate, quick to 
explore all avenue of approach and 
abandoning any that did not look 
rewarding. However, they seldom 
liked working together and would 
sooner or later run into difficulties! 
Horses for courses!  
CH leaders combine skilful use of the 
reserves of the group with effective 
control of the team. CH are suited for 
balanced teams, with complementary 
skills and gifting.  
SH leaders instigate action and 
succeed, as often as not, by 
dragging the team along with them! 
They suit teams facing obstacles that 
need to be overcome. 

Key team roles 
Worker roles have tended to be 
undervalued because of their titles. 
However, in practice some typical 
CW and TW in the business world 
become Chairmen of their firms. In 
these cases some aspects of their 
Chairman behaviour are learned, 
although other aspects of their style 
are likely to reflect their primary 
team-role. 
Company Worker (Implementor, 
Organiser) was not simply someone 
who did things, someone who 
essentially worked for the company, 
rather than in pursuit of self-interest. 
There was never any question a job 
would be done because he did not 
feel like it. Disciplined application; an 

orderly approach to work. �The 
backbone of the Company.�  
Team workers have a lubricating 
effect on the team. Morale is better 
and people seem to co-operate more 
when they are present. They 
intervene in disputes, avert friction 
and enable difficult characters to 
work together. 
Monitor-Evaluator. The ME is a 
serious minded person, immune from 
enthusiasm (�drive interferes with 
judgement; true impartiality is served 
by a lack of commitment�), slow in 
making up his mind, preferring to 
think things over. A capacity for 
making shrewd judgements that took 
all factors into account.  
Completer-Finishers finalise anything 
that has been started, with 
thoroughness. Self-controlled and 
self-disciplined. Calm and 
unflappable. Introverted.  

Preferred roles? 
The most preferred team-role for 
executives is Shaper and the least 
preferred is Completer. We can 
therefore conjure up the image of 
the typical manager as good at 
initiating things, being pushy, 
outgoing and reactive, but weak in 
follow through. 
 

                                                           
Notes 
1 Management Teams: why they succeed 
or fail, R Meredith Belbin, Butterworth 
Heineman (1981), ISBN 0-7506-2676-3, £16.99; 
Team roles at work, Belbin, BH (1993), 
ISBN 0-7506-2675-5, £16.99 
2 Belbin was involved with training managers at 
Henley (Administrative Staff College).  

Teams (syndicates) were formed to play 
management games (EME, executive 
management exercise). EME was an interactive 
game with other companies, in which a 
�company board� of 6 people was formed. EME 
involved lots of �board room� discussion, co-
ordinating work and strategy, coupled with 
individual work. 

Belbin did various assessments on the teams, 
which enabled correlation between effective 
teams and their component members� 
behaviour. 
3 The plant is so-called because they were 
people with creative dispositions (as measured 
on a psychometric test) planted into the EME 
teams, to see what happened! 


